INNOVATION AWARDS 2018

A golden opportunity to act upon your genius ideas and showcase your IT/IT enabled business ideas to renowned industry experts!

Who is eligible?
All undergraduate, postgraduate and PhD students currently studying OR have graduated after July 2017, in Australia. Students may submit ideas individually or as a team.

Why participate?
• A platform for your innovation and ideas to be heard & acted upon.
• A chance to present an innovative ICT idea to a panel of reputed judges.
• Potential mentoring opportunities with member companies in Australia for participants;

Stand a chance to win a week-long, ALL expenses paid for, work experience trip to a leading IT firm in India!

Submit your ideas NOW at nasscom.org.au/apply!

* Teams can be of any size but only a maximum of 2 students will be allowed to conduct the presentation. Also, please note that if your team is chosen as the winner, only one student from your team will be awarded the prize i.e. paid trip to intern in India.